
Building Healthy Relationships to Prevent Divorce

What is Divorce?
A divorce is when either the man or woman, or both partners, in a marriage seeks 
to end the relationship and live their lives separately. Sometimes divorce is needed 
for relationships experiencing high levels of conflict, abuse, or when one partner is 
not faithful to the other. In these cases, divorce serves as a means to protect the 
innocent, the child or the faithful spouse, from the far reaching effects of abuse. 
But divorce is never the first or best option.

Additionally, many relationships that could be saved are ending in divorce. In this 
unit we will learn skills to become the kind of person we want to be and develop 
skills to bless our future marriage. While we recognize the many personal reasons 
necessitating divorce, we seek to emphasize the importance of marriage to the 
couple, their children, and society. Research shows individuals, children, and 
societies are blessed by strong marriages.

Play one of the games on the next page.  See if you can learn some key things a 
husband and wife can do to keep their marriage strong.

https://homefront.unitedfamilies.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Divorce-100-Reasons-Not-To-FINAL1.pdf
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Option 1: See if you can figure out 
these five letter words.  Clue: they are 
words that describe things  a husband 
and wife can do to keep their marriage 
strong. 

Directions: In this Wordle-style game, 
you will need to enter five letter words 
to figure out the answers. Enter your 
guesses into the green box below the 
grid next to the check mark, then hit 
enter to see if any letters are in the 
correct spot. A yellow box means the 
letter is used, but not in the correct 
spot. A green box means the letter is in 
the correct spot. Good luck!

Click on this link to access a 
fun Wordle-style game.

Option 2: Try to see if you can guess the words before you run out of guesses in 
this hangman style game

Click on this link to access a 
fun Hangman game.

https://flippity.net/wm.php?x=CUCIp,toJKE,T7WnW,DgasC,vykPk,AIbye,&t=WordMaster%20Game
https://www.flippity.net/sm.php?k=1vpPk8Rc4_gpLPnoBP2xKHWZYPCZs83NA1rNtwsYgIEk

